Guardians of Being

Words by Eckhart Tolle, author of *The Power of Now* and *A New Earth* and art by Patrick McDonnell, creator of MUTTS

This wonderfully unique collaboration brings together two masters of their fields, joining original words of wisdom by Eckhart Tolle with delightful illustrations by Patrick McDonnell. Inhabited by beloved MUTTS characters, every heartwarming page provokes thought, insight, and smiling reverence for each moment. Sure to be a classic, this charming book will inspire readers everywhere to recognize the lessons of the present moment, as embodied by the dogs and cats who share our world.

Praise for MUTTS: “One of the best comic strips of all time.”

— Charles Schulz, *Peanuts* creator

Praise for Eckhart Tolle: “He is a prophet for our time.”

— *O, The Oprah Magazine*

Patrick McDonnell is the award-winning creator of the MUTTS comic strip, which appears in over 700 newspapers in 20 countries and has an estimated daily readership of 50 million, as well as the author and illustrator of the picture books *The Gift of Nothing, Hug Time,* and the upcoming October release, *Wag!* (Little, Brown Books for Young Readers). He lives in New Jersey. His website is www.muttscomics.com

Eckhart Tolle is the #1 New York Times bestselling author of *The Power of Now* (3 million copies sold) and *A New Earth,* the fastest-selling Oprah Book Club selection ever (5 million copies sold). He speaks and teaches extensively throughout the world. He lives in Vancouver, Canada and his website is www.eckhart tolle.com
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